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ABSTRACT
Anchoring is a well-documented behaviour pattern.  It occurs when agents form
their expectations of an objective variable by only partially adjusting from some
given starting value.  We present a model of the foreign exchange market in which
there are two types of traders: those who are fully rational and those whose
expectations are anchored to the forward exchange rate.  Under plausible
conditions, a significant proportion of the anchored traders survive in the market in
the long-run.  The model explains both forward discount bias in the direction
consistently observed in foreign exchange markets and the results of surveys of
market participants’ exchange rate expectations.ii
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1. INTRODUCTION
The short-run behaviour of floating exchange rates has baffled economists for at
least a decade.  Along with the apparent inability of structural models of the
exchange rate to outperform a random-walk (Meese and Rogoff (1983)) probably
the best documented and most enduring puzzle is the bias of the forward discount as
an estimate of the future exchange rate change.  This paper provides a possible
explanation for this bias.
If foreign exchange market participants are rational and risk-neutral and transaction
costs in the market are small enough to be ignored, then the forward discount should
be an unbiased estimate of the future exchange rate change.  The overwhelming
empirical evidence of forward discount bias is therefore a rejection of this joint
hypothesis.1
There are four possible interpretations of the failure of this joint hypothesis.  The
first is that there is a time-varying risk premium required to hold assets denominated
in different currencies.  However, a model which incorporates risk  premia and
explains the bias of the forward discount has proven elusive (see, for example,
Hodrick (1987), Cumby (1988), Baillie and Bollerslev (1990) and Froot (1990)).
Furthermore, theory-based estimates of risk premia turn out to be very small indeed
(see Frankel (1985), Frankel (1988) and Engel (1992)).
The second interpretation is that the sample used to test the joint hypothesis has
been too small - either because of peso problems (Rogoff (1979), Krasker (1980))
or because rational agents need time to learn the true model of their economic
environment (Lewis  (1989)).  But this interpretation seems increasingly strained the
longer forward discount bias manifests itself in the data, and recent extensive
evidence (Frankel and Chinn (1991)) shows no sign of its disappearance.
                                                                                                                                  
1 See, for example, Hodrick (1987), Goodhart (1988) and Frankel and Chinn (1991).2
A third possibility (Baldwin (1990)) is that small transaction costs combined with
uncertainty can lead to an interest rate differential matched neither by a risk
premium nor by an expected exchange rate change.  Interest rate differentials within
a small band do not set in motion the capital flows that would close the gap because
transaction costs render the moving of capital sub-optimal.  However, this analysis
(which assumes the full rationality of market participants) seems inconsistent with
results from surveys of market participants’ expectations.
The final possible interpretation is that the foreign exchange market is not efficient.
This is the interpretation we explore in this paper.2  In particular, we examine the
consequences for the exchange rate of the presence of market participants whose
exchange rate expectations are  directly influenced by the value of the forward
exchange rate.
We justify this focus on the forward exchange rate by drawing on the work of
cognitive psychologists.  In Section 2 of the paper, we report some of this work and
argue that the forward exchange rate fits very closely psychologists’ definition of an
"anchor" for exchange rate expectations.  For brevity, we describe foreign exchange
market participants whose expectations are influenced by the value of the forward
rate as "anchored traders".
The paper presents a stochastic version of Dornbusch’s 1976 sticky-price model in
which two types of risk-averse traders, anchored and rational, jointly determine the
exchange rate.  The anchored traders use the forward rate as the anchor for their
expectations, but they also have a view of the appropriate level of the exchange rate
(and if the exchange rate is not at that level, their expectations adjust from the
anchor).3  By contrast, the rational traders understand the true nature of the foreign
exchange market, how the anchored traders behave, as well as the proportion of
market wealth managed by them.  As a consequence, the rational traders have
unbiased expectations of the future path of the exchange rate.
                                                                                                                                  
2 Froot and Thaler (1990) are also drawn to this interpretation.  They suggest that forward
discount bias may be a consequence of some market participants responding sluggishly to
changes in the interest differential.  But again, it is hard to see how this analysis is consistent
with the results of surveys of market participants’ expectations (see later).
3 The importance of assuming that the anchored traders respond to changes in the current
exchange rate will become apparent when we describe the model in Section 4.3
The traders manage the funds of "investors" who are assumed to base their
investment decisions on the traders’ relative performance over an exogenously
specified finite horizon. The equilibrium proportion of anchored traders in the
market is determined endogenously assuming a decision rule for investors based on
the probability that the anchored traders’ chosen portfolio out-performs the rational
traders’ portfolio over the investors’ horizon.
The vast majority of future short-run movements in the exchange rate are
unpredictable and hence, in particular, are unrelated to the value of the current
forward discount.4  This fact plays a key role in the model.  It implies that the
advantage gained from correctly understanding the relation between the forward
discount and the spot exchange rate is not great.  As a consequence, even when
examined over quite long horizons, the anchored traders often out-perform the
rational traders simply by chance.  Provided investors have (even quite long) finite
horizons over which they compare the relative performance of the traders, a
significant proportion of anchored traders survive in the market in the long-run.
The model explains two puzzling features of the foreign exchange market.  Firstly, it
predicts forward discount bias in the direction consistently observed in foreign
exchange markets.  And secondly, it predicts that market participants’ average
exchange rate expectations are strongly correlated with the forward discount, as has
been documented by Froot and Frankel (1989) and Frankel and Chinn (1991).
The paper proceeds as follows.  Section 2 reviews some of the psychological
evidence on anchoring and provides more detail on the puzzles in the foreign
exchange market on which we focus.  Section 3 explains why the presence of
anchored traders in the market can help explain these puzzles.  Section 4 presents a
stochastic version of the Dornbusch (1976) sticky-price model in which risk-averse
rational and anchored traders jointly determine the exchange rate.  Data on interest
rate differentials and exchange rate volatility are used in Section 5 to calibrate the
model.  This section also proposes a closure for the model which allows endogenous
determination of the proportion of anchored traders in the market.  Numerical results
are presented which suggest that the model is empirically relevant and that it
                                                                                                                                  
4 See, for example, Dornbusch (1980), Meese and Rogoff (1983), Cumby and Obstfeld (1984),
Obstfeld (1985), Frankel and Meese (1987) and Campbell and Clarida (1987).  Clarida and
Taylor (1993) provide a dissenting view, though it is based on only a short run of out-of-
sample testing.4
generates several of the empirical regularities described in the literature.  Finally, we
examine a potentially serious simplification in the model.  Section 6 concludes.
2. IRRATIONAL AGENTS, ANCHORING AND FOREIGN
EXCHANGE PUZZLES
The idea that irrational market participants exert an influence on market prices dates
back a long time (for example, see  Mackay (1841) on the seventeenth century
tulipmania).  But the stage was set for modern discussion of this issue by the debate
between Nurske (1944) and Friedman (1953) about the importance of destabilizing
speculation in the foreign exchange market.  Recent interest in the relevance of
irrational market participants has been spurred by evidence of ‘excess volatility’ in
financial markets (LeRoy and Porter (1981), Shiller (1989)), by price movements
which seem hard to reconcile with the efficient markets model (like the 1987
stockmarket crash or the aerobatics of the $US in the 1980s) and by formal analysis
of fads, fashions and ‘noise traders’ in financial markets (Kyle (1985), Summers
(1986),  Black (1986), Shiller (1989), De Long et. al. (1990a), (1990b), (1991) and
Campbell and Kyle (1993)).
Formal analysis of irrational market agents is usually motivated by an appeal to
anecdotal and/or psychological evidence.  While this evidence is strongly
suggestive, it often relates only loosely to the specification chosen for the irrational
agents’ behaviour.  For example, De Long et.  al.’s (1990a) noise trader is
characterized by his "bullishness" about the return on a risky asset.  But the
stochastic properties of this bullishness are chosen for tractability and simplicity,
rather than to conform closely to any body of evidence on how people actually
behave.  A similar comment applies to Frankel and Froot’s (1990a) analysis of the
swings in the $US in the 1980s.  As they point out, the expectations formed by their
"chartists" and "fundamentalists" are chosen for simplicity rather than realism.
In this paper, we attempt to take a body of psychological evidence seriously and to
base the behaviour of our irrational agents as closely as possible on this evidence.
We now review the psychological evidence that "anchoring" is a common, robust
and systematic behaviour pattern.5
2.1 Anchoring
"In many [uncertain] situations, people make estimates by starting from an initial
value that is adjusted to yield the final answer.  The initial value, or starting point,
may be suggested by the formulation of the problem, or it may be the result of a
partial computation.  In either case, adjustments are typically insufficient.  That is,
different starting points yield different estimates, which are biased toward the initial
values.  We call this phenomenon anchoring." (Tversky and  Kahneman (1974),
p. 1128, italics added).
Anchoring is a well-established behaviour pattern.  The following experiment
provides a stark example.  A random number between 0 and 100 is generated by
spinning a wheel of fortune in the subject’s presence and s/he is asked to indicate if
this number is higher or lower than the percentage of African countries in the UN.
Then, s/he is asked to estimate this percentage.  The median estimates of the
percentage of African countries in the UN are 25 and 45 for groups that received 10
and 65, respectively, as (random) starting points.   Payoffs for accuracy do not
reduce the anchoring effect (Tversky and Kahneman (1974)).
While striking, this example prompts an obvious question: is anchoring also
observed when subjects are knowledgeable about and familiar with the quantity they
are estimating?  The evidence of Wright and Anderson (1989) suggests that it is.  In
an experiment with undergraduate business school students, anchoring remained
strong even when the students were asked to estimate quantities about which they
had considerable knowledge and experience - like the grade point average of a
randomly selected student in their program.   Wright and Anderson’s study also
corroborates the earlier evidence that anchoring remains pronounced even when
payoffs for accuracy are provided.
Perhaps most telling for our purposes is an example of anchoring in an information-
rich, real-world setting (Northcraft and Neale (1987)).  Subjects, who were either
undergraduate business school students or professional real estate agents, were
given a 10-page packet of information about a house currently for sale.  The packet
included all the information which local real estate agents claimed might be used to
evaluate a piece of residential property.  The information was all correct, with the
exception of the seller’s asking price for the house (which differed from one subject
to the next and which, it was hypothesised, might act as an anchor for subjects’6
estimates of the house’s value).  Subjects visited the house and its neighbourhood
and then provided four estimates of its value (its appraised value; an appropriate
advertised selling price; a reasonable price to pay for it and the lowest offer they
would accept if they were the seller).  For both amateurs and experts, the seller’s
asking price was a highly significant anchor for each of the estimates of the value of
the house.5
As these examples imply, the forward exchange rate fits very closely psychologists’
definition of an anchor for expectations of the future exchange rate.  After all, the
forward rate is the rate at which foreign exchange can be traded today for delivery
at a particular future date. Thus there is a clear connection ("suggested by the
formulation of the problem") between the forward rate and the value of the
exchange rate at that future date.
Before explaining our model of anchored foreign exchange traders, we describe the
foreign exchange market puzzles on which we focus.
2.2 Foreign Exchange Market Puzzles
The standard test for forward discount bias is the regression:
Ds a b fd u t k t k t k + + = + + , (1)
where Dst k +  is the change in the log spot price of foreign exchange over the next k
periods,  fdt k ,  is the current k-period forward discount (log of the current k-period
forward exchange rate minus log of the spot rate) and ut k +  is a mean-zero error
term.  Ignoring transaction costs, the null hypothesis that market participants are
risk-neutral and rational implies that  b = 1.6  However, when equation (1) is
estimated for exchange rates between OECD economies with comparable inflation
                                                                                                                                  
5 However, the experts seemed much less aware that they were being influenced by the anchor!
When asked what factors had influenced their valuations, 56% of the amateurs mentioned the
asking price, while only 24% of the experts did.
6 a = 0 is also sometimes included as part of the null, although it is not a general implication of
risk-neutrality and rational expectations.  Different assumed distributions of exchange rate
changes imply different values for a because of Jensen’s inequality (see, for example, Frankel
(1983)).7
rates and for k values up to about 12 months, the overwhelming empirical finding is
that b < 1 and often that b < 0.7
There is a stark contrast between these estimates of  b and estimates of the
coefficient on the forward discount, d, from the regression
D t k
e
t k t s v c d fd + = + + , (2)
where D t k
e s +  is the average exchange rate change expected by market participants
over the next k periods.  When equation (2) is estimated under the conditions
described above for equation (1), the overwhelming empirical finding is that d > 0
and often that d is insignificantly different from one.8  Taken together, equations (1)
and (2) imply that
( ) ( ) t k t k
e
t k t k t s a c b d fd v s u + + + - = - + - + - ,
                                                                                                                                  
7 To give two representative examples, Goodhart (1988) estimates equation (1) for nine datasets
over time periods ranging from 1974-1980 to 1974-1986.  He examines the £, DM, Swfr and ¥
all against the $US, and studies both k = one month and k = three months.  In six cases out of
nine the point estimate of b is negative, and in five cases it is significantly (more than two
standard errors) less than one.  By contrast, in no case can he reject the null hypothesis that
b = 0.   Frankel and  Chinn (1991) report pooled time series/cross section regressions of
equation (1) for the exchange rates of 17 countries against the US using k = three months over
the time period February 1988 - February 1991.  (They also report qualitatively similar results
for k = 12 months.)  The point estimate (GMM standard error) of b is b = -0.67 (0.41) when




t+k is derived from surveys of market participants.  To reduce the effect of outliers on the
results, it is often the harmonic mean or the median of the survey responses, rather than the
arithmetic mean.  We assume that the surveys truly reflect average market expectations (at
least up to a random measurement error).  Froot and Frankel (1989) estimate equation (2) for
a range of survey datasets.  In seven cases out of nine, they accept the hypothesis that d = 1
and conclude (p. 149) that: "Expectations seem to move very strongly with the forward rate."
They also find that the point estimates of b in equation (1) for the time periods of their survey
data are usually negative and statistically significantly less than 1.  Frankel and Chinn (1991)
report pooled time series/cross section regressions of equation (2) for survey data
corresponding to the exchange rates and time period quoted in footnote 7.  The point estimate
(GMM standard error) of d for a 3-month horizon is d = 0.82 (0.18) when c is constrained to
be equal across countries and d = 0.42 (0.20) when c is unconstrained.8
with the empirical evidence strongly suggesting that b - d „ 0. Thus, there is time t
information,  fdt k ,  which helps to predict the time  (t+k) prediction error,
t k t k
e s s + + - .  As has been repeatedly stressed, the average survey expectations are
not rational expectations.
Figure 1 (p.39) shows exchange rate and expectations data which provide an
example of these puzzles.9  Two things stand out.  First, it does appear from the
figure that the average exchange rate change expected by market participants is
correlated with the forward discount, an appearance supported by regression
analysis (though the significance level is not high).  Second, there is so much
exchange rate volatility that it is not obvious from the figure that the forward
discount or average market participants’ expectations are biased estimates of the
future exchange rate change, despite the formal statistical analysis which strongly
suggests that they are.  Compared to the range of possible outcomes for the actual
exchange rate change, the average bias of market participants’ expectations is very
small.
Figure 1 does not show the substantial heterogeneity in market expectations
(Frankel and Froot (1990b), Ito (1990), Takagi (1991)).  To give an example from
another market, the standard deviation of market participants’ expectations of the
one-month change in the ¥/$US is 2.2% (Frankel and Froot (1990b)).  That is a big
number.10  At any given time, different market participants have widely different
exchange rate expectations.  Only when these heterogeneous expectations are
averaged over many participants and over a time span measured in years does it
become apparent that, on average, market participants’ expectations are biased.  But
as we have said, this average bias is very small.
Where does this small bias come from?  For reasons explained above, we assume
that some market participants are influenced by the value of the forward rate when
forming their exchange rate expectations.  In the rest of the paper, we maintain the
                                                                                                                                  
9 For these data, Dst+k = -0.04 (0.02) - 6.2 (3.1) fdt,k ;  Ds
e
t+k = 0.0 (0.005) + 1.2 (0.7) fdt,k with
k = 4 weeks and GMM standard errors in parentheses (Smith and Gruen (1989)).
10 The average one-month change in the ¥/$US is about 0.2% while its standard deviation is
3.2%.  The former number is an average from 1974 to 1990; the latter is from Baille and
Bollerslev (1989).9
convenient fiction that there are only two possible types of market participants
(traders), rational and anchored, and that all traders of a given type are identical.
3. ANCHORING AS AN EXPLANATION
To motivate the formal modelling to follow, here we describe how the presence of
anchored traders can explain the foreign exchange puzzles described above.  We
consider a world like the one described by  Dornbusch (1976) and make the
following assumptions.
Model Assumptions:
There are two open economies, domestic and foreign, with a market-determined
exchange rate between them.  The foreign goods-price level is constant through time
as is the foreign interest rate.  The domestic economy is small in the world capital
market and so takes the foreign interest rate as given.  In the domestic economy,
output is fixed and there is no trend money growth and no trend inflation but goods
prices adjust slowly to money supply shocks.  The domestic interest rate on short-
term nominal assets clears the domestic money market and satisfies an international
arbitrage condition.  Finally, there is a forward market for foreign exchange with no
default risk and no transaction costs so covered interest parity holds at all times,
( ) f s fd i i t t t t - ” = - * (3)
where  st and  ft are the time t log spot price of foreign exchange and 1-period
forward rate respectively, fdt is the 1-period forward discount and it and i* are the
one period interest rates on domestic and foreign nominal assets.11
We now compare the market reaction to a single unanticipated domestic monetary
expansion when all foreign exchange traders are rational with the reaction when
they are all anchored to the forward rate.  To ease exposition, we assume all traders
are risk-neutral, while in the formal model in the next section, we assume (for a
reason that will become clear) that they are risk-averse.  Before the monetary
expansion, goods prices and the nominal exchange rate are in long-run equilibrium.
                                                                                                                                  
11 Throughout,  lowercase variables with the exception of interest rates are the logs of
corresponding uppercase variables and foreign variables are denoted with a star.10
That is, st s = 0 where  0 s  is the (initial) long-run equilibrium level of the spot rate
(see Figure 2).  In this equilibrium, the risk-neutral foreign exchange agents ensure
that domestic and foreign interest rates are equal ( ) i i t = * .12
It helps to imagine the events surrounding the monetary expansion as occuring in









expansion occurs, the domestic interest rate falls to clear the domestic money
market and the forward rate moves to satisfy covered interest parity, but the spot













foreign exchange market equilibrates.  In general, the second stage involves
movement of the spot rate, the forward rate and the domestic interest rate.13  Note,
however, that whatever movement of the spot rate is required to equilibrate the
market, riskless arbitrage ensures that covered interest parity always holds.
While the first stage of this process is the same whether traders are rational or
anchored, the second stage is not.  As Dornbusch showed, with rational traders, the
nominal exchange rate eventually fully reflects the monetary expansion but it
initially overshoots (see Figure 2).  To stress a key point: at  t= + 1  a spot rate
s s 1 0 + =  is not consistent with market equilibrium because rational traders are
aware of an excess return to be earned on the foreign asset at this spot rate.
Rational traders’ realisation of this excess return drives the spot rate onto its
overshooting path.
Now assume that, rather than understanding their economic environment, all traders’
expectation of the one-period-ahead spot rate is simply equal to the current 1-period
forward rate.  Now, at  t= + 1 , these anchored traders have no reason to drive the
                                                                                                                                  
12 Although it is not clear at this stage, readers should take as given that the long-run equilibrium
is the same whatever the nature of the foreign exchange traders.
13 In a standard specification, movement of the spot rate affects the domestic price of imports,
hence the domestic goods price level, hence the level of real balances and the domestic interest
rate.11
exchange rate onto the overshooting path because they are unaware of the excess
return to be earned on the foreign asset.14
That much is clear.  But, by itself, this argument does not determine either the level
of the spot rate at  t= + 1  nor how it evolves to a new long-run.  An auxiliary
assumption is needed.  The assumption we invoke is that, as well as being anchored
to the forward rate, these traders have a target level for the real exchange rate.
Then, in a market inhabited exclusively by such traders, there is no initial jump in







ł ￿ 1 .  This "anchored" adjustment path is shown in Figure 2.15
One point deserves emphasis.  Our explanation of the anchored traders’ behaviour
does not rely on fleeting irrationality in the instant following a monetary expansion.
There is nothing special about that instant.  All along the "anchored" path, there is
an excess return to holding the foreign asset but traders who use the forward rate as
their expectation of the one-period-ahead spot rate are unaware of this excess return
and hence never set off a Dornbusch-style overshooting adjustment.
What are the implications for the regressions (1) and (2)?  With the foreign
exchange market composed entirely of rational traders, both the expected exchange
rate change and the actual exchange rate change are equal to the forward discount
along the adjustment path.  By contrast, with the foreign exchange market composed
entirely of anchored traders, the expected exchange rate change is again equal to the
                                                                                                                                  
14 These traders’ expected nominal return on the foreign asset (measured in domestic currency) is
i* + (f1+ - s1+) while the nominal return on the domestic asset is i1+.   Whatever the value of
s1+, covered interest parity ensures that these expected returns are equal.  Note that, rather
than being anchored to the forward rate, one can interpret these traders as being "anchored" to
a simple form of the efficient markets hypothesis so that they are again unaware of the excess
return to be earned on the foreign asset.  This interpretation was suggested by Avinash Dixit.
15 All along this path, the real exchange rate is equal to the anchored traders’ target and their
expectation of the one-period-ahead spot rate is equal to the forward rate.  A formal derivation
of this adjustment path is presented in Section 4.6.  One final clarifying point.  As discussed
earlier, the interest differential depends on the behaviour of the exchange rate.  To avoid
unnecessary clutter, Figure 2 ignores this dependence and shows a single path for the interest
differential.12
forward discount, but the actual exchange rate change is in the opposite direction to
the prediction of the forward discount (b in equation (1) is negative).
Thus, if the foreign exchange market is composed entirely of anchored traders, this
simple story predicts that b < 0 and  d = 1, as the empirical results in Section 2
suggest.  This is a promising step, but it cannot be the whole story.
Firstly, if exchange rates adjusted smoothly and gradually to money shocks as in
Figure 2, anchored traders would presumably learn that their expectations were
systematically and repeatedly wrong.  It strains credulity to argue that such
expectations could survive in such circumstances.  But, as discussed in the
introduction and as highlighted in Figure 1, nominal exchange rates are subject to
continual unpredictable shocks which are very much larger than (and uncorrelated
with) the forward discount.  In such an environment, it is not so implausible that
some participants in the foreign exchange market are subject to a small
psychologically-based bias in their exchange rate expectations.
Secondly, the foreign exchange market cannot be composed entirely of anchored
traders.  The bias of the forward discount has been well-established for at least a
decade, and there are obviously participants in the market who can exploit it.  Can
the simple explanation presented above survive the presence of rational traders who
are aware of the forward discount bias?  The next section tackles this question.
4. A MODEL WITH ANCHORED AND RATIONAL TRADERS
There are two features of the floating exchange rate environment we want to capture
in a model.  These features are the strong autocorrelation in short-term nominal
interest differentials between countries and the very large unpredictable shocks to
the nominal and real exchange rate.  We model the former feature by assuming
sticky goods-prices, so in response to nominal money shocks, the domestic-foreign
nominal interest differential adjusts slowly back to long-run equilibrium.  Following
Campbell and Clarida (1987), the latter feature is modelled by assuming that the
long-run real exchange rate follows a random-walk.16  Beyond capturing these
                                                                                                                                  
16 We examine the alternative of modelling these shocks as a stationary AR(1) process at the end
of the paper in Appendix F.  However, this alternative requires extra complication in the
model.13
features of the exchange rate environment, our model is as simple and stripped-
down as possible.
The model is a two-country model in discrete time, with each period of four weeks
duration.  The government in each country issues local-currency-denominated
interest-bearing nominal assets with a maturity of one period.  The foreign exchange
market contains two types of mean-variance optimising traders: rational and
anchored.  A fraction a of market wealth is managed by the anchored traders with
1 - a managed by the rational traders.  For the moment a is specified exogenously,
but in Section 5 it will be determined endogenously.
4.1 The Stochastic Environment in the Foreign Exchange Market
The stochastic properties of goods-price adjustment and the domestic-foreign
interest differential are derived as follows.  We make the Model Assumptions
(defined in Section 3) and also assume for the domestic economy that the money
market has a standard LM curve, that the money supply is subject to independent
shocks each period and that aggregate demand is a simplified version of the
Dornbusch (1976) form.  These assumptions lead to three reduced-form equations:
t t t p p v + + = + 1 1 (4)
( ) D t p i i t + - = - 1 l q * / (5)
( ) ( ) [ ] i i i i
t t t v - = - - -
+ +
* * /
1 1 1 1 q l (6)
where, in period t, pt and pt are logs of the domestic goods price level and its long-
run equilibrium,  ( ) i i
t
- *  is the interest differential between domestic and foreign
one-period nominal assets, and nt is an i.i.d. ( ) N O m , 2 s  shock to the log domestic
money supply.  l is the semi-elasticity of money demand with respect to the interest
rate and 1/q is the rate at which goods prices, and hence the domestic-foreign
interest differential, adjust to money shocks.14
Long-run neutrality implies equation (4) while (5) and (6) are derived in Appendix
A.  Here, we explain our use of a simplified form of the Dornbusch (1976) domestic
demand function.  Dornbusch assumes that demand depends on real income, the
interest rate and the real exchange rate.  We drop the dependence on the real
exchange rate and as a consequence, must impose a constraint between exogenous
variables in the model (see Appendix A).  This greatly eases analysis of the
stochastic environment in the foreign exchange market and allows the rational-
expectation solution for the exchange rate to be derived straightforwardly.
Crucially, the key features of the Dornbusch model are preserved.  That is, in a
fully-rational risk-neutral market, the model exhibits both exchange-rate
overshooting and the absence of forward discount bias.  Finally, we note that
equations (5) and (6) are consistent with an arbitrage condition in the foreign
exchange market.  This arbitrage condition is introduced shortly (equation (10)).
Defining st as the equilibrium value of st (the value of st if there were no goods-
price stickiness) and setting the foreign goods price equal to one, the equilibrium
real exchange rate at time t is st t p - .  We assume that st t p -  follows a random
walk
( ) ( ) s s e t t t t t p p + + + - = - + 1 1 1 (7)
with the shocks  t e +1 specified exogenously.17  We assume  t e +1 is distributed i.i.d.
( ) N O e , 2 s  on the basis of the observed stochastic properties of exchange rate
changes (see Section 5).  Both the rational and anchored traders are assumed to
know the stochastic properties of these real exchange rate shocks.
Equations (4) - (7) summarise the stochastic environment in the foreign exchange
market.  In Section 5, values for the parameters introduced, l, q, sm and se, are
derived from data on interest differentials and floating exchange rates.
                                                                                                                                  
17 Again, we assume both that these shocks are exogenous and that domestic real output is fixed
to keep things simple.  As an alternative, we could assume random productivity shocks which
have an impact on real output and are the source of the real exchange rate shocks modelled in
equation (7).  With our focus on the stochastic environment in the foreign exchange market,
we did not complicate the model in this way.15
4.2 The Anchored Traders' Expectations
The anchored traders’ expectation of the future exchange rate is given by
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] t
a
t t t t t t E s f s p s p + = - - - - > 1 0 b b , (8)
This equation embodies two behavioural assumptions:
(i)  the forward rate is an anchor for expectations of the one-period-ahead spot
rate, but
(ii) these traders also have a target level of the real exchange rate and if the rate is
not at that level, they adjust to expect that it will return back towards that level over
time.  The parameter b quantifies by how much these traders’ expectations adjust
(from the anchor) when the exchange rate deviates from their current target level.
Defining the anchored traders’ target level in terms of the  real exchange rate
ensures an appropriate market reaction to both real and nominal shocks as will be
shown in Section 4.6.
The second behavioural assumption is crucial.  Without it, these traders have no
impact on the exchange rate.  Thus, if anchored traders’ expectations always equal
the forward exchange rate, regardless of the value of the current exchange rate,
and the market contains even a single rational risk-averse trader, she will drive the
exchange rate to a  Dornbusch overshooting equilibrium because the rest of the
market has no reaction when the spot rate moves.18
4.3 The Traders' Asset - Demand Functions
With the wealth entrusted to them by investors, the traders choose the relative
proportions to hold in the domestic and foreign interest-bearing assets.19  Each
                                                                                                                                  
18 It is easy to confirm that the solution of the model (equation (11)) is the same when b = 0 as
when there are no anchored traders in the market (a = 0).
19 There are four assets in the model: money and the interest-bearing asset in each economy.
Money is held by individuals in each economy because it provides transaction services.16
period, each trader optimises with respect to the mean and variance of the end-of-
period real wealth she manages.  By assumption, both rational and anchored traders
have the same coefficient of relative risk aversion, g, and the same consumption
bundle - which consists of a constant expenditure share g of foreign goods and
( ) 1- g  of domestic goods.  For trader k, if  t
k x  is the proportion of period-t wealth









* , , D . (9)
Each trader’s demand for the foreign asset consists of two terms.  The first term, g,
is the minimum-variance portfolio.  If a trader were infinitely risk-averse (g = ¥) she
would hold this portfolio.  The second term represents the ‘speculative’ portfolio.  A
higher (lower) expected excess return on the foreign asset induces the trader to hold
more (less) of that asset than its share in the minimum-variance portfolio, to an
extent limited by the trader’s risk aversion and the variance of the return.
4.4 The Supply of Domestic and Foreign Interest-Bearing Assets
To simplify the exposition, we describe the solution of the model for the special
case in which the supply of domestic and foreign interest-bearing assets made
available to be managed by the the traders exactly matches their minimum-variance
portfolio: that is, of the total wealth managed by the traders, a constant proportion g
is in the form of the foreign asset.  A more general case, when there is no match,
leads to only a small change to the basic story and is dealt with in Section 4.7.
4.5 Determining the Spot Exchange Rate
With the anchored traders managing a proportion  a of the total market wealth,
equating supply and demand for the foreign asset gives
( ) g x x t
a
t
r = + - a a . . 1 (10)
                                                                                                                                  
However, with the wealth entrusted to them by investors, the traders do not hold money
because it is a dominated asset.17
Equilibrium in the market for the foreign asset ensures equilibrium in the market for
the domestic asset by Walras's Law.  Equation (10) leads to a difference equation in
( ) d E s s j j t
r
t j t j ” - ‡ + + , 0.  Imposing the transversality condition that  lim
jﬁ¥
= dj 0
rules out rational bubbles and leads to the exchange rate change from t to t + 1:
( ) Ds fd v e t t t t + + + = + + + 1 1 1 1 h qh l / (11)
where  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) h h a ab l q a bq ” = - + + - 1 1 1  and  ( ) fd i i t t = - * .  (Details of the
derivation are available from the authors on request.)  From equations (8) and (11)
we can derive the mean of market participants’ exchange rate expectations
( )
( ) ( ) [ ] { } ( )
a a






t t t t t t
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It is a striking property of the model that, regardless of parameter values, the mean
of market participants’ expectations of the exchange rate change is equal to the
forward discount.  We discuss this result in Section 4.8.
4.6 Market Reaction to Real and Nominal Shocks
Now is a convenient time to show that the model implies an appropriate market
reaction to both real and nominal shocks.  As can be confirmed from (11), whatever
the proportion of anchored traders in the market, the sole effect of a real exchange
rate shock, et+1, is to move the spot exchange rate  D t s +1 by the amount of the
shock.  This is the appropriate market reaction since, by assumption, both rational
and anchored traders understand the (permanent) nature of real exchange rate
shocks.
Now consider the effect of a nominal money shock when the market contains only
anchored traders.  In this case, there will never be a Dornbusch-style overshooting
adjustment because the anchored traders are always unaware of the excess return to
be earned on the foreign asset.  With only anchored traders in the market and in the
absence of further shocks, the time-evolution of the exchange rate in response to a18
nominal shock nt+1 is  ( ) [ ] s s v t t t + +
- = + - - ‡ t
t q t 1 1 1 1 1
1 / ,  (from (6) and (11)).
This time-evolution is simply the "anchored" path in Figure 2.  There is no initial
jump ( ) Dst+ = 1 0  and the exchange rate adjusts gradually to fully reflect the nominal
shock (very gradually, given the numerical estimates of q from Section 5).
4.7 Relative Asset Supplies Not Equal to the Traders’ Minimum-Variance
Portfolio
Here we report the solution of the model for the more general case in which the
proportion of the total wealth managed by the traders in the form of the foreign asset
is  g g + £ + £ k k , 0 1, (rather than g) where g is again the proportion of foreign
assets in the traders’ minimum-variance portfolio and k is an arbitrary constant.  As
shown in Appendix C, the effect of this generalisation is simply to add constants to
the right hand sides of equations (11) and (12).  The solutions for the exchange rate
change and the mean of market participants’ exchange rate expectations become
( ) Ds x fd v e t t t t + + + = + + + + 1 1 1 1 h h qh l / (13)




t t D D + + + - = - + 1 1 1 1 (14)
where  ( ) x e = - kgs a 2 1 / .
4.8 Discussion
It is now clear that our explanation of the puzzles described in Section 2 survives
the presence of risk-averse rational traders in the market.  Equations (13) and (14)
are of the same form as (1) and (2), so the model’s predictions can be easily
compared with the empirical results.  In the standard regression for testing the bias
of the forward discount ((1), (13)), the model coefficient on the forward discount is
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) h a ab l q a bq = - + + - 1 1 1 / .  In a fully-rational market, this coefficient
is one  ( ) ( ) h 0 1 =  and, up to a constant, the forward discount is an unbiased estimate
of the future exchange rate change.  However, as the proportion of anchored traders
in the market rises,  h(a) falls  monotonically  ( ) ( ) since ¶h a ¶a / < 0  taking the
value  ( ) h l q 1 = - /  when the market is composed entirely of anchored traders.19
With both types of trader in the market, the anchored traders make systematic
mistakes about the future time path of the exchange rate and the rational traders
exploit these mistakes.  But because the rational traders are risk-averse, they reduce,
but do not eliminate the deviations of the exchange rate from an efficient-market
path.  Provided there are some anchored traders in the market (a > 0) the forward
discount is a systematically biased estimate of the future exchange rate change and
the direction of bias is that consistently observed empirically.
Turning now to market expectations, there are two groups with distinctly different
expectations.  The rational traders have unbiased expectations while the anchored
traders’ expectations are adjusted from their anchor - the forward exchange rate.
But, whatever the proportion of anchored traders, the weighted mean of the traders’
expected exchange rate change moves one-for-one with the forward discount (from
(14)).  Thus, up to a constant, uncovered interest parity holds for average market
expectations in the model, despite the fact that no-one in the market has those
expectations!  Of course, this result for average market expectations accords well
with the survey results in Section 2.
Thus, the model can explain both the stylised facts highlighted in Section 2 provided
there are some anchored traders in the market in equilibrium.  But an important
question remains: is it plausible that a sufficient proportion of anchored traders
survive in the long-run to generate values of h similar to those consistently observed
in foreign exchange markets?  The next section addresses this question.
5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
5.1 Calibrating the Model
We derive empirical results for the special case of the model and hence the
exchange rate evolves according to equation (11).20  We require values for five
parameters: q, l, sm, se and b.  Estimates for the first four come from real-world
data.  1/q is the rate at which goods-prices and the interest differential adjust to
                                                                                                                                  
20 As will soon be clear, the size of the unpredictable real exchange rate shocks, se, determines
our empirical results. But these shocks are the same in both cases of the model, so results for
the general case should be very similar to those reported below.  However, deriving results for
the general case requires specifying values for two more parameters (g and k).20
money supply shocks and is estimated from the time-series properties of 3-month
interest differentials between pairs of the countries US, UK, (West) Germany and
Japan.  Details of the interest rates used are in the Data Appendix.  The AR(1)
equation describing the evolution of  ( ) i i
t
- *  (equation (6)) is estimated by OLS
leading to the estimates for q shown in Table 1 (p 36).21  To cover the range of
results in Table 1, we generate numerical results with  q = 6 periods and  q = 50
periods.22
Estimates of the semi-elasticity of money demand with respect to the interest rate, l,
are derived from money demand functions estimated for the G-7 by Fair (1987).
Details are presented in Appendix D and the resulting parameter values are shown
in Table 2.  When q = 6 periods (50 periods), the derived value of l implies that a
1% increase in the nominal money supply leads to contemporaneous fall in the
domestic interest rate of 2.0% p.a. (0.7% p.a.).
The standard deviation of nominal money shocks, sm, is set so that the standard
deviation of the interest differential, s(i–i*), equals 1.9% p.a. (the standard deviation
of the Japan – Germany interest differential from Table 1, chosen because these two
countries had comparable inflation rates over the 1980s).  The AR(1) specification
for  ( ) * i i t -  implies that  s l s q q m i i =
- -
( *) / / 2 1
2 , which allows  sm to be
determined for given q and l.  Again, the results are shown in Table 2.
The standard deviation of long-run real exchange rate shocks, se, is set so that the
model generates an appropriate amount of exchange rate volatility.   Baille and
Bollerslev (1989) examine the stochastic properties of the nominal exchange rates of
France, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, UK and (West) Germany against the US dollar,
                                                                                                                                  
21 A constant is included in the OLS regression to allow for different inflation rates between
countries.  Augmented  Dickey-Fuller tests (Appendix D) imply, at least for the Japan–
Germany and Japan–US interest differentials, that the hypothesis of a unit root can be rejected
with some confidence.  An alternative method for estimating q using the autocovariance of the
interest differentials gives similar results.
22 q = 50 periods is chosen because the OLS estimates of q are biased downward.  q = 6 (q = 50)
implies that the half-life for goods-price adjustment is 3.5 months (32 months) which probably
spans the plausible range for goods-price stickiness.21
1980–85.  For 4-week periods, these exchange rates are well modelled by the
process
D D s b i i d N t j t t sj + + + = + ￿
Ł ￿ ￿
ł ￿ 1 1 1
2 0 e e s ~ . . . ,
where bj and  sDsj are country-specific constants and  sDsj ranges from 0.029 to
0.037 with a mean over the six exchange rates of 0.034.  Choosing se = 0.031 for
the model ensures that model values of  sDs always fall within the range found by
Baille and Bollerslev.23
We present results for two values of  b.  With the goods market in long-run
equilibrium  ( ) p p t t = , the impact response to a money shock  vt+1 is  Dst+ = 1 0
with only anchored traders in the market and  ( ) Ds v t t + + = + 1 1 1 q l /  with only
rational traders.  We use values for b derived from the market's impact response to
this shock when managed wealth is divided equally between the traders.  When
a = 1/2, if the spot exchange rate immediately jumps halfway to the value it would
take were the market fully rational  ( ) ( ) Ds v t t + + = + 1 1 1 2 q l / / , then from equation
(11),
b q =1/
and we describe the anchored traders as “weakly anchored”.  Alternatively, when
a = 1/2, if the spot exchange rate immediately jumps only one-tenth of the way to
the value it would take were the market fully rational, Dst+1 = nt+1(1 + q/l)/10, then
b q = 9 /
and we describe the anchored traders as “strongly anchored”.
                                                                                                                                  
23 Exchange rate volatility in the model is dominated by real exchange rate shocks, but it also
depends weakly on nominal shocks.  Equations (11) or (13) imply that:
Var(Dst+1) ” sDs
2  = s2
e+ h2 s2
i–i* + (1 + qh/l)2 s2
m.  With se = 0.031 and q = 6 (q = 50), sDs
ranges from 0.031 (0.031) when a = 1 to 0.033 (0.037) when a = 0.22
5.2 Endogenous Determination of the Proportion of Anchored Traders
With a proportion  a of market wealth managed by anchored traders, define
( ) R n k a,  as the gross real return trader k earns over n periods on the portfolio she
manages.  Further, define  ( ) ( ) ( ) Z n R n R n a r a a a , , , ” -  as the excess real return
earned by anchored traders over n periods.  Then, as demonstrated in Appendix E,
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(15)
where  ( ) [ ] [ ] K e = - + + > 1 1 0
2 h bl qh l gs / / .
For given  a, we use (15) to derive estimates of  ( ) ( ) [ ] p n Z n a a , Pr , ” >0 , the
probability that the anchored traders’ chosen portfolio outperforms the rational
traders’ portfolio over the assumed horizon of investors, n.  From these estimates,
we also derive estimates of the proportion of anchored traders in the market in the
long-run.  We assume that investors follow a simple decision rule.  Every n periods,
they compare the relative performance of the two types of traders over the past n
periods.  When type-k traders (k = a or r) had the better performance, investors
increase the proportion of wealth entrusted to them by a constant q, subject to the
constraint that the share of market wealth entrusted to either type of trader never
falls below zero.24  Then the evolution of a follows a Markov chain
( ) ( )





















where the subscript T refers to successive n-period time-intervals.25
                                                                                                                                  
24 We assume that both types of traders always have at least an infinitesimal market presence so
that investors can always observe their relative performance.  One way to motivate this
assumption is to imagine that new anchored and rational traders enter the market every period,
but only when they are successful do they attract a non-negligible fraction of market wealth.
25 Incorporating this Markov chain for aT into the rational traders expectations in Section 4
would add little of substance but greatly complicate the algebra.  Our decision rule for
investors is similar to the ‘Imitation Based on Realised Returns’ rule of De Long et. al.23
We can now derive the long-run stationary probability distribution of a.  We assume
{ } a0 0 = ˛ and q 0.1,0.3,0.5,1.0 .  Then there are at most eleven states for the
Markov chain, ai = i/10, i = 0, ... , 10, and at all times, aT must take one of the





T = = =
ﬁ¥
lim Pr( ), ,..., a a 0 10
From this probability distribution, we derive the long-run average proportion of
anchored traders in the foreign exchange market, a
_
, given by
a a = ￿ p
i i
i
and the long-run average coefficient on the forward discount in equation (11), h
_
,
( ) h h a = ￿ p
i i
i
5.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows empirical estimates of p(a,n) for one set of parameter values (q = 6
periods; strongly anchored traders) and for three assumed horizons for investors
                                                                                                                                  
(1990a).  As an alternative, the investors’ decision rule could be based on the traders’ relative
realised utilities rather than their realised returns.  This alternative assumption would reduce
the proportion of anchored traders in equilibrium but would not change the qualitative nature
of our results.  De Long et. al. present reasons for preferring a decision rule based on realised
returns:  “we find it plausible that many investors attribute the higher return of an investment
strategy to the market timing skills of its practitioners and not to its greater risk.  This
consideration may be particularly important when we ask whether individuals change their own
investment strategies that have just earned them a high return.  When people imitate investment
strategies, they appear to focus on standard metrics such as returns relative to market averages
and do not correct for ex ante risk” (p. 724).  Shiller (1992) presents supporting evidence
(p. 70–74).24
(one, three and ten years).26  Table 3 reports long-run averages of the proportion of
anchored traders in the market, a
_
, and the coefficient on the forward discount in the
standard test of forward discount bias, h
_
, derived for different assumed values of the
Markov chain parameter, q, in equation (16).
For all sets of parameter values, p(0,n) » 0.5 and p(a,n) falls monotonically as a
increases.27  But it is noteworthy that even over long horizons, the chance that the
anchored traders’ portfolio outperforms the rational traders portfolio is not so small.
An example makes the point.  With  q = 6 and market wealth divided equally
between rational and strongly anchored traders, h takes the value h » -0.9.  Thus,
the forward discount is a very significantly biased estimate of the future exchange
rate change.  Despite this, over a three year (ten year) horizon, the portfolio chosen
by the anchored traders (who use the forward discount as the anchor for their
expectations of the exchange rate change) gives a higher return than the rational
portfolio 31% (16%) of the time.  This example highlights the general point that
unpredictable exchange rate movements are so big that only a small advantage is
imparted to those (rational) traders who understand the true relationship between
interest rates and the exchange rate.
The results in Table 3 imply, over a wide range of parameter values, that a
significant proportion of anchored traders survive in the long-run and that they
induce substantial bias in the forward discount.  The largest value of h
_
 in the Table
is h
_
 = 0.63 while for strongly anchored traders and shorter investor horizons, the
value of h
_
 is close to zero or negative.  As reported in Section 2, the empirically
estimated coefficient on the forward discount in the corresponding regression
(equation (1)) is often negative.  For the range of parameter values investigated,
while the model does not often generate negative values of h
_
 , it always generates
strong forward discount bias in the direction consistently observed empirically.
While one might quibble with the specification chosen for the anchored traders’
expectations, a strong message emerges from these empirical results.  If rational
agents in the foreign exchange market are risk-averse or liquidity-constrained, the
                                                                                                                                  
26 Each year contains thirteen 4-week periods, and for each (a, n) pair, 10,000 realisations of the
random variable Z(a,n) are used to generate results.
27 Despite the fact that E Z(0,n) = 0, in all cases p(0,n) > 0.5 because the random variable Z(0,n)
is slightly skew when n > 1.25
rational expectations solution for the exchange rate (allowing for risk-aversion) is a
fragile one.  Unpredictable exchange rate movements are so big that there are no
strong grounds for presuming that agents with quite different expectations will be
driven from the market.  This may help explain why economists have had such
difficulty modelling the short-run behaviour of exchange rates.
5.4 Comparison with Other Work
We begin this sub-section by showing that the model generates several of the
empirical regularities described in the literature.  McCallum (1992) presents a useful
summary of these regularities with eight OLS regressions using over twelve years of
monthly data for $/DM, $/£ and $/¥ exchange rates.  For the first seven regressions,
Table 4 compares his $/DM results (which are representative) with results derived
from a simulation of the model.  The first regression in the table is the standard test
for forward discount bias and, while the model produces a negative coefficient on
the forward discount, it is significantly less negative than McCallum’s coefficient.
As discussed earlier, for the range of parameter values investigated, the model does
not generate large negative values of this coefficient (h
_
).
We now explain the model results for the remaining regressions in the table.  The
model results for regressions (2) and (3) are a consequence of the fact that s and f
are co-integrated I(1) variables with co-integrating vector,  s f t t = .  This explains
both the estimated slope coefficient and the very high regression R2.  Further, in the
model,
( ) [ ] ( ) Df fd v e t t t t = - + + - + - h q qh l 1 1 1 1 / /
while ( ) Ds fd v e t t t t = + + + - h qh l 1 1 /
Since et is much larger than all the other terms on the right-hand-side of either of
these equations, a regression of Dst on Dft is rather like regressing et on itself, which
explains the model results for regression (4).  Lagging the right-hand-side variable in
regression (4) generates regression (5), and the relationship disappears because, for
the model, (5) is rather like regressing et on et–1.  Similar logic explains the model
results for regressions (6) and (7).  Regression (6) is like regressing et + et–1 on et–1;
which explains both the slope coefficient and the fact that R2 » 1/2.  Regression (7)26
is like regressing  et + et–1 + et–2 on  et–1 + et–2; which again explains the slope
coefficient and the fact that R2 » 2/3.  As is clear from the table, there is a very
close fit between the model results and all the empirical results reported by
McCallum.
The last OLS regression reported by McCallum is
s a a f a s t t t t = + + + - - 0 1 1 2 1 error
For each of his three exchange rate datasets, he shows that a1 » 1 – a2 » b, where b
is the coefficient on the forward discount in the standard test for forward discount
bias (regression (1) in Table 4).  Equations (3) and (13) imply for the model that
( ) s c c f c s v e t t t t t = + + + + - - 0 1 1 2 1 1 qh l / +
where c1 ” 1 – c2 ” h, and h is the model coefficient on the forward discount in the
standard test for forward discount bias (equation (13)).  Thus, again, McCallum’s
empirical results are reproduced by the model.
We conclude this sub-section with a potentially serious shortcoming of our assumed
money supply process.  We assume the log-level of the money supply follows an
ARIMA(0,1,0) process while Lyons (1990) points out that quarterly log-changes in
the US money supply are approximately ARIMA(0,1,1).  Lyons’ observation
implies that a current shock to the money stock leads rational agents to adjust their
estimates of future money growth.  So a money shock has both a direct effect on the
exchange rate as well as an indirect growth-rate effect.  Our assumed money supply
process ignores the indirect growth-rate effect because it assumes that shocks to the
money stock are independent of each other.
There are two relevant comments.  Firstly, for realistic parameter values, the
importance of the indirect growth-rate effect is unclear.  If money supply growth
rate innovations are truly permanent, the indirect effect is about twice as large as the
direct effect (Lyons’ Table 5).  But if they are long-lived but temporary, as seems
more plausible, his Table 3 suggests that the indirect effect is much less important.
Secondly, recall our observation that only a small advantage is imparted to those
(rational) agents who understand the true relationship between interest rates and the
exchange rate.  This key observation explains the long-run survival of a significant27
proportion of anchored traders.  While Lyons’ evidence represents a potential
challenge to this observation, other empirical evidence (footnote 4) is strongly
supportive of it.  Note in particular the  Meese and  Rogoff (1983) finding that
knowledge of the actual future money supply hardly helps at all to explain the level
of the future exchange rate for horizons up to a year.  To summarise, Lyons’ point is
an important conceptual one, but the balance of evidence strongly suggests that it
does not overturn the key assumption on which our results depend – that only a
small advantage is imparted to those who understand the true relationship between
interest rates and the exchange rate.
6. CONCLUSION
Why should explanations outside the "rational" paradigm be considered?  And if
they are, by what criteria can we distinguish between the almost endless possible
types of irrational behaviour?
There are at least two answers to the first question.  Firstly, for the foreign exchange
market, explanations which rely on the full rationality of market participants have
been remarkably unsuccessful in explaining the short-run behaviour of exchange
rates.  And secondly, as has been shown in other markets, small deviations from
rationality can make a substantive difference to economic equilibria (Akerlof and
Yellen (1985), Mankiw (1985), Cochrane (1989)).
In response to the second question, there are ways of assessing the plausibility of
different types of irrational behaviour.  As well as drawing on psychological
evidence on people’s observed behaviour, in the case of foreign exchange, a further
check is provided by the actual responses of market participants.
Aside from the assumption of goods-price stickiness, our model of the foreign
exchange market relies on two small deviations from full rationality.  The first
deviation is based on well-documented evidence that "anchoring" is a common and
systematic behavioural pattern.  In the foreign exchange market, the forward rate fits
very closely psychologists’ definition of an anchor for exchange rate expectations.
As we stress, compared to the range of possible exchange rate outcomes, being
anchored to the forward rate induces only a small bias to exchange rate
expectations.28
The second deviation from full rationality which we invoke is the assumption that
investors compare the relative performance of anchored and rational traders over a
finite horizon.  (We also assume that investors compare realised returns rather than
realised utilities, but, as discussed, this distinction is not critical.)  In this case as
well, we do not require the deviation from full rationality to be a large one.  As we
have shown, the bias of the forward discount can be substantial even when investors
use quite a long horizon (say, ten years) over which to make their investment
decisions.
The message from this paper is that, together, these small deviations from full
rationality can explain two well-established and enduring foreign exchange market
puzzles.29
APPENDIX A:  REDUCED FORMS FOR THE STOCHASTIC
ENVIRONMENT
We assume a standard domestic LM curve,
mt - pt = f y – - l it,             f, l > 0,
where y – is fixed real output and the other variables are defined in the text.  As
discussed, demand, Dt, is a simplified version of the Dornbusch (1976) form
ln(Dt) = x + d y – - s it,             d, s > 0,
and, following Dornbusch, goods prices adjust slowly to excess demand.  Thus, the
change in the log price of domestic goods, Dpt+1, is
Dpt+1  = p ln(Dt/Yt) = p [x + (d – 1)y – – sit],     p > 0. (A1)
With no price stickiness, pt = p –
t.  In the special case of the model described in the
text, the arbitrage condition in the foreign exchange market (equation (10)) implies
that i = i* in a long-run with the domestic money supply fixed.  This condition
implies that   p –
t = mt + l i* - f y –, and hence
pt - p –
t = l (i - i*)t. (A2)
In this long-run, pt = p –
t, Dp = 0, and hence from (A1),
x + (d – 1)y – = si*. (A3)
Equation (A3) is the constraint imposed between exogenous variables described in
the text.  It implies that (A1) may be rewritten as
Dpt+1  = – l(i – i*)t/q                                 where q ” l/ps > 0,
which is equation (5) in the text.  Finally, combining (A2) with (4) and (5) gives (6).30
APPENDIX B:  THE TRADERS' ASSET - DEMAND FUNCTIONS
Define Wt as the real wealth a trader manages in period t, xt as the proportion of Wt
held in the foreign nominal asset, rt+1
d  and rt 1
f
+  as the real returns on the domestic
and foreign assets and zt+1 ” rt+1
f   - rt+1
d   as the real excess return on the foreign asset.
Following Frankel and Engle (1984), real wealth in period t+1, Wt+1 is
Wt+1 = Wt [1 + xt zt+1 + rt+1
d  ] (B1)
By assumption, traders maximise a function of the expected value and variance of
end-of-period real wealth, F(EtWt+1, VtWt+1).  Differentiating F(•,•) with respect to





d  ) +(gVt
k zt+1)-1 Et
k zt+1,     k = a,r (B2)
where g ” -2WtF2/F1 is the coefficient of relative risk aversion evaluated at Wt,
common to both types of traders.
The real domestic return rt+1
d   and the excess foreign return zt+1 are given by
rt+1
d   = (1 + it) Pt
C/Pt+1
C  -1      and (B3)




C is the price index, measured in domestic currency, for the traders'
consumption basket.  Each trader spends the fraction  g of her consumption
expenditure on foreign goods, so Pt
C is given by Pt
C = (P*St)g(Pt)1-g.  Then,29
Pt
C/Pt+1
C  » 1 - gDst+1 - (1 - g) Dpt+1 (B5)
                                                                                                                                  
28 Since the anchored traders' behaviour is determined by their own subjective expectations rather
than by true mathematical expectations, Vt
a zt+1 should be interpreted as Et
a[zt+1- Et
a(zt+1)]2.  A
similar comment applies to covt
a(zt+1, rt+1
d  ).  As we shall see however, this subtlety makes no
important difference to the analysis.
29 The parameter values derived in Section 5 imply Dpt+1 » (i - i*)t << Dst+1 << 1, which justifies
the first-order Taylor series approximations used to derive (B5) - (B7).31
and hence, from (B3) and (B4),
rt+1
d   » it - g Dst+1 - (1 - g) Dpt+1,     and  (B6)
zt+1 » i* - it + Dst+1. (B7)
Equation (B7) implies that Vt
kzt+1 » Vt
k(Dst+1).  Since Dpt+1 << Dst+1 it follows that
covt
k(zt+1,rt+1
d  ) » -g  Vt
k(Dst+1).  Finally, the variance of exchange rate changes is
closely approximated by se
2, that is, Vt
k(Dst+1) » se
2 where k = r or a.30  Substituting
these approximations into the asset demand functions (B2) leads directly to equation
(9) in the text.31
                                                                                                                                  
30 The rational traders' estimate of the variance of exchange rate changes is larger than the
anchored traders' estimate (because the former understand that nominal money shocks
contribute to this variance).  But the effect is small.  For almost all the results we report 1 £ Vt
r
(Dst+1)/se
2 £ 1.1.  Hence, this approximation is a good one.
31 We note here a refinement which slightly modifies the analysis but makes no important
difference to the results.  Krugman (1981) points out that (B5) - (B7) are not quite correct.
The variance of exchange rate changes is so large that second-order Taylor expansions should
be used for all the St+1/St terms.  This refinement implies (Frankel (1983)) that the first term in
equation (9), g, should be replaced by g - (g- 1/2)/g.  Implementing this refinement leads to a
minimal change to the model.  To be precise, the special case of the model introduced in
Section 4.4 now applies when the proportion of foreign assets managed by traders is
g - (g - 1/2)/g.  Assuming any other proportion of foreign assets leads to the more general form
of the model described in Section 4.7.32
APPENDIX C: ASSET SUPPLIES NOT EQUAL TO THE TRADERS'
MINIMUM-VARIANCE PORTFOLIO
In this case, the international arbitrage condition, equation (10), becomes
g + k = g + [i* – it + aE
a





In the absence of domestic money shocks, the definitions of p –
t and s –
t imply pt = p –
t
and st = s –
t.  Then, with anchored traders’ expectations again given by equation (8),
E
a
t(Dst+1) = it – i* while E
r
t(Dst+1) = 0.  To satisfy (C1) requires
i* = it + x,  (C2)
where x = kgs
2
e/(1 – a).  The excess return on the foreign asset, x, is a risk premium
required in the aggregate by the traders to increase their holdings of the foreign asset
from g to g + k.  Reintroducing domestic money shocks implies time-evolutions for
the interest differential and domestic prices which satisfy (C3) and (C4):
(it+1 – i* + x) = (it – i* + x) [1 – 1/q] – nt+1/l, (C3)
Dpt+1 = – l(it – i* + x)/q. (C4)
Equations (C3) and (C4) replace (5) and (6) in the text.  It is now straightforward, if
tedious, to solve the model and derive equations (13) and (14).33
APPENDIX D: AUGMENTED DICKEY-FULLER TESTS ON 3-MONTH
NOMINAL INTEREST DIFFERENTIALS
Country Pair Number of
autoregressive lags
ADF-statistic
UK-US  (’79-’91) 20 - 2.28
Ger-US  (’79-’91) 20 - 1.99
Jap-UK  (’81-’91) 16 - 2.11
Jap-Ger  (’81-’91) 8 - 3.02
Jap-US  (’81-’91) 19 - 2.62
The ADF tests are conducted on the weekly data, assuming a constant and no time
trend.  The null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected when the ADF statistic is more
negative than the critical value.  For a sample size of 500, 1%, 5% and 10% critical
values are - 3.44, - 2.87 and - 2.57 respectively.  We include 20 autoregressive lags
on the differenced interest differential and sequentially reduce the number of lags
when the last lag has a t-statistic less than 2 in absolute value.
Deriving values for l from Fair (1987)
Using quarterly data, Fair estimates a money demand function of the form
log(Mt/(POPt Pt)) = a1 + a2 log(Yt/POPt) + a3 it 
+ a4 log(Mt-1/(POPt-1 Pt-1)) + a5 log(Mt-1/(POPt-1 Pt)) (D1)
where POPt is the population in quarter t.  The parameter values we use for (D1) are
the average of Fair’s estimates for Canada, France, Germany, Japan and Italy (US
and UK are excluded because Fair chooses a different specification for the US and
finds (D1)  mis-specified for the UK).   Assuming Yt and POPt are fixed, we
consider a once-off 1% shock to the nominal money supply at the beginning of a
quarter. Given  q, assuming prices evolve according to our model (Dpt+1 = (p -
t -
 pt)/q, with t measured in 4-week periods) the chosen value of l minimises the
mean squared difference between the simulated interest rate path in our model and
in Fair’s estimated model when the two simulations are compared over 3 years.34
APPENDIX E:  COMPARING THE TRADERS' PERFORMANCE
Starting with real wealth, Wt, in period t and choosing new portfolio allocations
each period, a trader’s real wealth in period t + n is, from equation (B1),
[ ]
{ }
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since x z r j j j
d
+ + + << 1 1 1 for all j.  Using our first-order Taylor expansions for xj and
zj+1 (equations (9) and (B7)), the difference between the anchored and rational
traders’ real wealth after n periods is
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leads to equation (15) in the text.32
                                                                                                                                  
32 The Krugman (1981) refinement discussed in the previous footnote adds extra terms to both xj




j ) is formed.  The (small)
extra term in zj+1 is (1/2- g)(Dsj+1)2.  Over the range of possible values for g (0 £ g £ 1) we
have established empirically that this extra term makes negligible difference to the only quantity
we care about: p(a,n) ” Pr[Z(a,n) > 0].  Note finally that all these extra terms are zero when
foreign and domestic goods enter equally in the traders’ consumption basket,  i.e., when
g = 1/2.35
APPENDIX F:  REAL EXCHANGE RATE SHOCKS ARE AR(1)
The empirical results reported by (for example) Frankel and Meese (1987) suggest
modelling real exchange rate shocks as a stationary AR(1) process rather than a
random walk and hence replacing equation (7) by
( ) ( ) s p s p e t t t t t + + + - = - + < < 1 1 1 0 1 r r , (7')
For the special case of the model when the supply of domestic and foreign interest-
bearing assets managed by the traders matches their minimum-variance portfolio,
the "no-bubble" solution for the exchange rate change Dst+1 becomes
( ) ( )( ) [ ] Ds fd v s p e t t t t t t + + + = + + + - - + 1 1 1 1 1 h qh l c r / (11')
where  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) c ab ab a r = + - - / 1 1 .  There are two things of note about equation
(11').  Firstly, real exchange rate shocks are uncorrelated with the forward discount
by assumption.  Hence, for given a, since the coefficient on the forward discount is
the same in equations (11) and (11'), the bias of the forward discount is also the
same.  In this respect, modelling real exchange rate shocks as a stationary AR(1)
process makes no difference to the results.
Secondly, and by contrast, note that in the absence of anchored traders, the real
exchange rate shocks have no impact on the exchange rate (a = 0 ￿ c = 0).  In
setting the spot exchange rate, rational agents in the foreign exchange market simply
ignore stationary shocks to the long-run real exchange rate.  Given our empirical
estimates of sm, this implies (counterfactually) very little exchange rate volatility
when a = 0.  Thus, to explain the observed volatility of exchange rates within the
framework of the model assuming (7') rather than (7), it would be necessary to
invoke some auxiliary assumption (like, perhaps, imposing some myopia on the
rational foreign exchange traders).36
DATA APPENDIX
To calibrate the model, we use weekly observations of these interest rate series:
USA 3 month Treasury Bill rate, 2 November 1979 - 15 March 1991.
UK 3 month Treasury Bill rate, 2 November 1979 - 15 March 1991.
Germany 3 month Interbank rate, 2 November 1979 - 15 March 1991.
Japan 3 month Gensaki rate, 6 February 1981 - 15 March 1991.
All data are from the International Department of the Reserve Bank of Australia,
with the exception of the Gensaki rate from 22 April 1988 to 15 March 1991, which
was supplied by the Sydney Office of the Mitsubishi Bank of Australia.33
                                                                                                                                  
33 The Gensaki rate is chosen as it provided the longest available consistent weekly interest rate
series.  A Gensaki is a bond transaction with a repurchase agreement.  Gensaki transactions
accounted for more than half of the Japanese bond market volume in the second half of the
1970s.  However, during the 1980s the Gensaki volume has varied between ten and thirty per
cent of total bond trading volume (Japanese Securities Research Institute (1990)).37
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UK-US  (’79-’91)   2.9 2.8 12.3
Ger-US  (’79-’91) -1.9 1.8   6.9
Jap-UK  (’81-’91) -5.6 2.0 12.9
Jap-Ger  (’81-’91) -0.9 1.9 26.3
Jap-US  (’81-’91) -2.7 2.2 17.4











6 6.4 0.0052 0.031 0.17 (weakly anchored)
1.50 (strongly anchored)
50 18.2 0.0053 0.031 0.02 (weakly anchored)
0.18 (strongly anchored)38
Table 3:  Model Results
Long-run averages of the proportion of anchored traders, a
_
 and the coefficient
on the forward discount, h
_
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Data are McCallum's results for $/DM, monthly 1978:1 to 1990:7.  Model results are based on a
2000 period simulation assuming investors’ horizon is one year, q = 0.1,  q = 6 and strongly
anchored traders (b = 9/q).40
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Figure 3: Probability that Anchored Portfolio Outperforms Rational Portfolio
over Investors' Horizon  (Strongly Anchored Traders: q = 6).
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